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 1. Anna and Modern Day Slavery  
 
In the old days, before the conscious revolution, the 
multinational corporations were extremely powerful. A 
small handful of them ran the show, playing God with 
human lives; exercising power and changing laws to their 
advantages to ensure that the status quo remained 
unchanged and unchallenged.  
When the common people demanded change, the Corporations 
willingly went any distance to discredit the individuals 
or groups challenging their authority. No means or 
solutions were off limits to them.  
A lot of the evidence from those days proves that many 
multi-national corporations were nothing less than 
organised and legalised mafias operating legally while 
maximising profits above everything else.  
Corporate life was all about making the highest possible 
profits, regardless of the implications and consequences 
their actions had on society, the environment, human 
rights or the indigenous protectors of Mother Earth. 
Some of the worst of the worst even demanded common 
people (the poor, not the 1%) started paying for the rain 
since they figured, for some reason only known to their 
sick minds, that the rain should be privatised. Of course, 
the corporations would charge people for every single 
drop. 
To ensure that the people remained blind to their 
damaging and unethical ways, consumerism was introduced 
skillfully, and the corporations were blinding people 
with unnecessary gadgets, luring them into spending more 
and more. 
In no time at all carefully crafted consumerism went into 
hyper-speed, exploiting people’s fragile egos by making 
them feel ashamed, guilty or fearful if they weren’t part 
of the buying and overspending public. Newly upgraded 
products were bombarding people all the time. Most of 
society was going crazy over the latest phones, cars and 
computers, participating in the game that no one could 
win in the long run.  
Consumerism was draining human resources while creating 
one gigantic bubble of wants and debts bounded by fear, 
which had huge implications on people’s everyday lives 
and mental health.  
Soon enough the extreme consumerism became too 
overwhelming for most of society. People just couldn’t 
keep up with gadgets updates, credit cards and loan 
repayments. The longing to unplug, become minimalistic 
and create a better and caring community was born out of 
fear, chaos and despair. 
 
Unfortunately, the old ways left considerable divisions 
in society with very polarised needs and beliefs.  



One group (the one that stayed in the Old World and has 
never been welcomed in the New World) was nationalistic, 
racist, xenophobic and in denial of everything that was 
good and progressive. Those people were angry, 
destructive and tried to prevent progress at all cost.  
The backwards thinkers finally won the Old World with 
their hateful rhetoric’s. The corporate world and 
personal interest groups cemented their power. No one 
challenged them anymore, and no one dares to speak up, 
the fear is stronger than the need for change. 
The right-wing nationalist parties & corporations joined 
forces against us, the Organization. The alliance was the 
only way the Old World’s order could survive against the 
power of consciousness. 
 
We, the people of the New World, have nothing to do with 
the reality on the other side of the wall and unless the 
ones in power plan to change their ways of living we are 
not willing to engage with the Old World in any way.  
We don’t see colour, race, gender or religion and fear 
doesn’t define us, making our world fairer and kinder. 
Our society allows people to grow in many ways without 
judgment, pressure and unobtainable expectations. We 
don’t cultivate the 1%, and we don’t champion win-lose 
scenarios. Our new world is all about win-win, 
collaboration and co-creation for the greater good of 
everyone, not just a few chosen individuals.  
 
I’m fully aware that none of this would have happened if 
it wasn’t for Anna who started the Organization that 
evolved into what the New World is all about. 
Anna’s first steps into the world of hacktivism and 
activism included leaking classified information to 
independent journalists who could get the truth in front 
of the general public. With time the leaked information 
grew in importance, and Anna’s last case changed the 
course of the entire planet.  
 
It all started in Vienna. Anna accidentally overheard two 
men talking about a house just outside of the city, full 
of young girls. One of them bragged that each time he was 
in Vienna he only used that service. He loved the fact 
that the girls were very young and he could always find 
fresh “meat”. According to him, the girls were willing to 
do anything kinky as long as the client was willing to 
pay for that service. That very conversation sealed 
Anna’s fate. 
I often wonder what kind of higher power made Anna go to 
that coffee shop at that exact time. That one small and, 
in a way, the insignificant decision was responsible for 
the creation of the New World anyone can so peacefully 
live in now.  
 



In no time at all Anna was in her fighters mode digging, 
searching and checking any leads she could get her hands 
on. The break came through after days of intense work.  
Danna who worked with Anna managed to get into that very 
brothel to spread her web while trying to dig some dirt, 
which at first seemed merely in vain. Until one day out 
of the blue, a driver called Sasha made contact with Anna, 
claiming that he was an ex-Ukrainian police officer 
currently driving for the Corporation. The corporation 
was a code name Anna assigned to that specific case. We 
now know that the name the traffickers used was the 
Syndicate. Everyone involved in the Syndicate had to wear 
a small item with a letter “S” engraved on it. 
 
Sasha was an interesting character an ex-policeman who 
sold his soul to the mafia to support his sick daughter. 
Any person having to choose between the greater good of 
others and their own family will always without 
hesitation choose the family. 
Not surprisingly Sasha was only willing to talk to Anna 
in exchange for a significant amount of money. Having no 
other leads, Anna agreed to his terms.  
The meeting was scheduled to take place in Poland, which 
meant that Anna needed to recruit someone on the ground 
in Poland to meet Sasha.  
Through her connections he found Pawel. Pawel was a very 
peculiar man, in need of constant excitement and 
adventures in life. He worked as a “private researcher” 
with a long history of working with non-profit and anti-
establishment organisations. In practice, it meant that 
he was a hacker with strong connections to various 
underground movements.  
Pawel’s assignment was to meet with Sasha in an abandoned 
house, and extract from him as much information about 
trafficking, crossing the border, money laundering and 
other operational details as he could.  
From Anna’s diary we know that she suspected that Sasha 
was going to be eliminated afterwards, but as with 
anything worth fighting for, sacrifices had to be made. 
For Anna, Sasha was just one element of a gigantic puzzle 
she was trying to solve, and she was willing to go all 
the way to solve it.  
Little Pawel knew that this very meeting sealed his faith 
forever. It’s usually the little things that we do in 
life, which influence our destinies the most, just like a 
pebble creating an avalanche.  
 
Before we progress any further let me tell you a little 
bit more about the power struggle. It was never one 
person who was solely in charge of the country. It was 
usually a chain of people and dependencies coherently 
working together in a very shady, often illegal and 
unethical manner to keep the ones in power in power.  



Once you looked closely at the authorities, corporations, 
influential people, they were like one living organism 
that couldn’t co-exist without all the other elements 
perfectly fitting in.  That system of dependencies was 
called capitalism. As with any system, not everyone felt 
that it was working for the greater good of everyone. 
Capitalism gave people the illusion of choice. But in 
reality, common people had the minimal choice. The people 
had to believe in whatever they were told to believe in 
by the corporate media outlets. Corporate news was run by 
very few media giants in charge of creating the reality 
and bending the truth, whichever way was more convenient 
for them. The common people were shaped and modelled to 
fit whatever the 1% needed them to be at that very moment 
in history.  
When Anna started the Organization, she didn’t want to 
change the political system or start a revolution. She 
aimed to make people aware of the true reality. 
 
One of Anna’s strongest beliefs was that people who made 
the profit from illegal and unethical business didn’t 
deserve to have all that money and she was more than 
happy to give them the opportunity to share. 
However what she didn’t realise was how much the greedy 
bastards loved every single penny of what they had and 
the idea of parting, even with the smallest amount, 
wasn’t going down too well. 
Anna’s actions made some of the most unethical 1% 
seriously pissed off. A few of the most vocal power 
offenders got together and planned to conquer the ungodly 
habit Anna got attached to; a habit of taking money from 
the rich and putting it to good use. 
You have to remember that Anna lived in the world where 
the wealthiest loved possessing heaps of money while 
feeling no social responsibility towards social equality 
or justice. Money and power were fuelling their daily 
existence without any consideration of what their actions 
were brought to the political, environmental or economic 
aspects of the global economy. Those few were ruthless 
and willing to do whatever it took to protect their 
status quo. 
 
Anna naively thought that the only people who were going 
to come after her were the traffickers for exposing them. 
However, as we now know, she has mistaken all along. The 
traffickers didn’t care that much about her publications 
and her quest altogether. They were making millions of 
dollars by laundering money through legal investments in 
small businesses all over the world.  Anna’s actions 
didn’t bother them as much as it bothered the 1%.  
The 1% wanted Anna gone at all costs and as soon as 
possible. The trafficking ring saw an opportunity to cut 
a deal with the 1%. In exchange for peace between the 



business and the crime world, the traffickers agreed to 
take Anna out.  
Now, decades later, we know that Sasha was a set up from 
the very start (Anna didn’t know any of this, and it took 
us quite a few years to put all the pieces together). He 
had a deal with his “friend” to turn Anna in, in exchange 
for his family safety.  
As arranged Pawel met Sasha and got out from him as much 
information as Sasha wanted to share.  
Aware of his fate Sasha sent Pawel a small parcel that 
included a DVD and a notebook with supposedly random 
numbers. 
Upon receiving all this unexpected information, Anna knew 
she was onto something big. To decode Sasha’s notebook 
took Pawel and Anna quite some time. The connected dots 
lead them to one of the biggest human trafficking 
scandals in modern history. From that small notebook, 
they learned about the direct involvement of politicians, 
police officers and high public figures from every 
European country in the trafficking ring. Anna’s 
investigation also exposed various legal businesses 
working as a cover-up for the traffickers. 
From those “legal businesses,” the money was further 
divided and shared amongst many businesses and business 
accounts. Sasha’s notebook also provided Anna with the 
exact locations of brothels and sex parties that took 
place across Europe.  
The more the two of them discovered, the more Pawel 
started to realise that his life as he knew was coming to 
an end. As it usually is in life the hardest part for him 
was to say goodbye to the people he loved.  
 
The Syndicate hired Sonia (Anna’s ex-partner) to do their 
dirty job. She was the only one who knew how to get to 
Anna. She was the one who helped her fake her death.  
Sonia loved Anna dearly and was willing to do whatever it 
took to protect her, regardless of the price she was 
going to pay herself. She was found dead days after 
Anna’s escape from Poland.  
Since the Syndicate was fully aware of Sonia’s attachment 
to Anna, her real job (of which she knew nothing about) 
was to lead them to Anna.  
Of course, Sonia warned Anna that the Syndicate was onto 
her prompting Anna to move locations sooner than 
initially planned.  
While Anna was getting ready to leave her location, Danna 
requested an urgent meeting. Danna got involved with one 
of the trafficked girls she met in Vienna. Often love 
makes people do stupid shit, and Danna was no different. 
She helped a young innocent Ukrainian girl to escape from 
the brothel risking blowing her cover. 
 



Victoria was abused & used by many; she was raped on a 
daily basis and was a sex slave to a lot of influential 
people who genuinely believed that money could buy 
anything. 
Victoria agreed to help Anna by sharing her experience 
with others. In a video interview she recorded for Anna 
she told the truth about her ordeal. But what she 
skilfully forgot to mention was that to survive she had 
to become an integral part of the Syndicate and she was 
tasked with infiltrating Anna’s Organization. Neither 
Anna nor Danna would have ever suspected Victoria. For 
them, she was just another victim of the sexual and 
psychological abuse. 
The Syndicate proved to be much more sophisticated and 
organised than Anna gave them credit for. They had power, 
money and influence to do whatever they wanted to do. Our 
thorough research showed that Victoria wasn’t the only 
person hired by the Syndicate to infiltrate the 
Organization.  
Pawel’s ex-girlfriend, Sophia, was well educated, smart 
but obsessed with spending and possessing. Pawel, on the 
other hand, was never interested in financial rewards of 
any kind.  
When the Syndicate reached out to Sophia, she was not 
aware what kind of business they were in. She just 
couldn’t turn down the sweet deal the Syndicate offered 
her. The Syndicate agreed to pay off her outstanding 
debts if she brought Pawel in. 
Sophia tried her best, but each time he slipped through 
her fingers. In the end, her body was found together with 
Sonia’s.  
The Syndicate never left any witnesses and severely 
punished those who didn’t deliver the results expected of 
them. Sophia’s family was left with paying off her 
expensive taste. I don’t think Pawel knew what became of 
her before his time was up. 
After discovering who Victoria was, Danna broke down into 
a million tiny pieces. She is still alive and a very 
active member of our community but her broken heart never 
truly healed. 
Anna together with Pawel & Victoria reached the safe 
house on the Polish & German border where Anna finished 
her work before leaking the information.  
Anna sincerely hoped that the revelation she dumped on 
the world would help people see and understand what was 
going on right under their noses.  
Once the information was released, the three of them hit 
the road again, which unfortunately turned out to be the 
final journey for Anna & Pawel. 
 
THE END 
 
 



2. With Love, Anna 
 
Ever since I can remember I wanted to make the world a 
better place and that type of commitment required full-on 
seriousness from me, so at the ripe age of 7 I decided to 
be serious. 
I have no memories of having fun as a kid, goofing around 
or merely being silly since fun wasn’t allowed in my 
state of seriousness. A lack of childhood fun turned me 
into an obsessive workaholic adult. The excessive work 
didn’t always mean heaps of money quite the opposite. I 
was tired more often than not; lack of focus and goals 
was present in my daily existence. Even though I was 
bloody good at what I was doing, I had severe 
difficulties asking for a statuary pay rise in fear that 
I was taking that money away from someone who needed it 
more than me.  
For most of my adult life, I honestly thought that life 
was supposed to be confusing, unfocused and full of 
unfulfilled dreams. But I was wrong, so very wrong. 
 
In my late 30’s I realised that facing reality when I was 
20 was pretty impossible. In my 20’s I found myself not 
thinking about the future, planning or analysing my 
decisions. I honestly followed my heart’s desires; I 
stuck to my beliefs while trying to “make it” regardless 
of the number of countless hours I spent in front of my 
computer doing pointless tasks while watching time fly 
past in front of my eyes and my life slipping through my 
fingers. 
I didn’t think my small, unimportant actions had any 
consequences for me. 
My 30’s arrived sooner than I could imagine. 
It was only then when I started noticing all the 
magazines and newspapers focusing on the youngsters in 
their 20’s, the “hot” people under 30 who have made it 
‘cos… “the millionaires under 30…” , “top … under 30”. 
Enough is enough!!! 
That was the real clash for me. My expectations, dreams 
and beliefs did not reflect my everyday reality.  
I believed so much in magic happening in my 20’s that it 
left me with hardly any hope in my 30’s. 
In my 20’s I was so secure and comfortable within the 
tiny circle of comfort I’d created around myself that 
anything outside of that comfort zone could easily throw 
me off my carefully maintained illusion of a balanced 
life.  
However, 30’s is a different kind of animal altogether 
and it required me to change my beliefs and adjust my 
dreams to live fully and happily without prolonged 
unhappiness connected to the fact that 
 



I have not made my dreams come true but instead spent 
shit lots of time and energy trying to do something 
without conviction. 
Only recently I discovered that 30’s is all about 
starting to live, fully, sincerely and honestly. The 
irony in all that is that I have no idea how much time I 
have left. 
I used to be an expert at postponing happiness for later 
after I reach this or that goal.   
Whenever I look back to my 20’s I know I was unhappy, 
with dissatisfaction luring from every corner. My desire 
to follow my dreams was strong but my fear to venture 
outside of my comfort zone much stronger. 
I was like a mountain stuck in the same spot unable to 
break free from the prison I had created around my 
disillusion of working for a better and conscious future 
society. 
I got to the point where I was trying to prove to people 
around me that I was good and I was enough, even though I 
was one of the top security experts in the world. To me, 
it meant nothing apart from being overworked and 
underpaid while trying to explain to the people I was 
providing cyber security to that watching porn on 
governmental computers is not going to fly under the 
radar for long. 
It wasn’t until my mid 30’s that I had no choice but to 
follow what was inside of my soul.   
I know that most people in my position would have chosen 
the comfort of the everyday routine, but the nagging, 
dissatisfaction bordering on depression was too 
overwhelming to let it slip unnoticed into the realms of 
never-ending darkness. 
For a long time I was scared to hack and leak information, 
or maybe I wanted to believe that the world would change 
slowly and finally choose the progressive side of history. 
But soon enough I became too impatient to wait for the 
awakening that wasn’t going to happen without some 
significant social movement.  
Once I knew and accepted my life purpose, I became happy, 
relaxed, ready to listen and be open to whatever life was 
going to throw at me.  
I never had a family, my relationships were brief and 
very uneventful, I had a few sex buddies but no one close 
enough to make me change my mind or rethink my decision 
to throw myself into the short and unknown future. 
The change didn’t happen overnight I had gradually grown 
into the idea that being a passive observant of world 
events wasn’t my deepest desire. Besides I knew pretty 
well that in my position and with my skill sets I could 
try to move society into a more progressive future.  
 
I do hope that someone else will be able to pick up where 
I left off and fight for innovation, progress (but not 



progress for the sake of capital gain) and a fairer 
future for us all.  
 
THE END 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. So It Begins 
 

1 
 
Journalist: Thank you so much for meeting with me. I know 
you didn’t have to agree to our meeting.  We both live on 
the opposite sides of the wall and for obvious reasons 
our worldviews clash.  
 
A. I like talking to young, open-minded people who are 
willing to ask questions before forming an opinion. 
Besides my hope for the brighter future of humanity is 
people like you. Personally, I would like to thank you 
for your courage to come to our world, talk to me and 
show your people our accomplishments working for everyone, 
not only a few chosen once.  
 
 
Q: I’ll try to do my best. 
 
A: This is how real change starts; by trying to do your 
best under any given circumstances.  
 
 
Q:  Before we begin our formal interview is there 
anything you would like to share with my readers, 
something that is yours and yours only. 
 
A: I hope that my story will challenge people’s deepest 
beliefs. If one doesn’t want to be challenged or step 
outside of the comfort zone, I’m begging you, put the 
text down. Walk away if you want to avoid your life 
turning upside down.  
However, if you are ready and eager for change, keep on 
reading and imagine the complexity of life that you are 
experiencing right now as it slowly shifts away. The 
overwhelming fear you experience every single day 
dissolves for good, never to return. 
The confused ways of the Old World have blinded many 
millions of people. 
What the New World is offering is kindness, simplicity 
and community to people who are willing to support anyone 
no matter what as long as the newcomers accept the 
lifestyle Ecotopia offers.  
 
 
Q: Who set up the Organization who was the fundamental 
block in constructing the New World? 
 
A:  Anna was the brave soul who started her quest to 
change the world for better by leaking “sensitive” and 
classified information to the public. She believed that 



her actions had to be empowering towards the greater good 
of all with emphasis on the vulnerable, disabled and 
marginalised individuals.  
Anna’s selfless actions changed and re-shaped the world 
forever.  
She was a fighter, our fighter before she even knew how 
much her life choices were going to influence the history 
and our New World. 
 
 
Q: Do you still remember how the society operated in the 
Old World? 
 
A: That Old World and social structure were slowly moving 
towards its collapse and destruction. The unfair, 
corrupted to the core system it was built on was shaking 
from the top to the bottom desperately holding onto the 
remains of the power it once possessed. However, no 
building has ever lasted when the base is rotten and 
ready to collapse.  
 
 
Q: How did Anna feel about the social rules that have 
been in place in the Old World for generations?  
 
A: Anna never cared about the rules that much; she barely 
cared for herself. However, she genuinely cared about the 
social change that, in her opinion, was inevitable. With 
each action, Anna took, the door to the New World was 
slowly beginning to open until the tsunami of change was 
unstoppable. Not many were ready for that kind of change. 
In 2016 people weren’t as evolved and sophisticated as 
everyone wanted to believe they were.  
Luckily amongst those sleepy, angry, nationalistic 
movements, a new hope started to blossom, powered by the 
dreamers and believers in a better, fairer world. From 
today’s perspective I know it was just the beginning of 
the great awakening, so many generations worked towards. 
I was fortunate and blessed to be one of the first people 
called to action. 
 
 
Q: How did you meet Anna? 
 
A: Thanks to Anna I was able to unleash this unstoppable 
power within me to do things I never dreamt I could do or 
accomplish.  
When I met her, I was broken into million pieces. I had 
just got back from yet another refugee camp. My campaigns, 
appeals, begging for money did not affect anyone anymore. 
Kids were hungry and angry, parents helpless, mothers 
turning tricks to survive in the war-torn countries. 
Refugee camps weren’t able to sustain the number of 



people fleeing the oppression and unrest that consumed so 
many parts of the world. By the age of 30, I had seen 
enough suffering to last me for a thousand lifetimes. 
My life became all about yet another meeting, yet another 
coffee filled with broken promise before the meeting was 
even over. I came to resent people. The only thing I 
could see in them was lies, deceit and selfishness. I 
kept asking myself over and over again when did we become 
so consumed by our importance, when did the plague of 
greed erupt? Even if I wanted to receive the smallest 
grant for my quest I had to become part of the decay I 
was so disgusted by.  
Then one day I saw Anna sitting across from me in the 
coffee shop. Her posture, the way she drank her coffee 
and licked her lips captured my attention instantly. I 
could not help myself but be drawn to her. I could feel 
she was my kind of girl. I just couldn’t resist her 
intense, confident energy. Gathering all my inner 
strength, I walked up to her. Once we started chatting, 
she had me wrapped around her little finger in minutes if 
not seconds. Her voice was soft and passionate at the 
same time; listening to her story, I knew I was willing 
to do anything she wanted me to do. 
 
Each time I think back to that meeting more and more I’m 
convinced that Anna found me, not the other way round. 
She must have felt that something was coming to an end 
and she needed her story to live on in the hope that one 
day it could inspire people to take a gigantic leap of 
faith and act. 
 
 
Q: What happened after that meeting?  
 
A: Soon after our meeting a strongly progressive group of 
people loudly and with a very cleverly built social 
outreach plan started demanding change, benefiting 99% of 
society.  
As with any social awaking half of the society wanted 
positive change, the other half wanted to go back in time 
and stay in the past. Part of me understands that people 
are scared of change I’m often afraid of the unknown too. 
However, we all know that no progress can be made without 
improving the present and challenge the perceived norms. 
Besides for our race to survive and develop we need to 
accommodate change.  
Just before Anna went missing, she caused some severe 
damage to the already wobbly structure of the world. I 
still call her revelation “the truth attack”, which for 
many was the last straw before they finally stopped 
sleepwalking. That very unsettling information Anna 
presented society with was ultimately what divided Earth 



into two: two Earths, two consciousness, and two sets of 
beliefs.  
No one ever expected that the truth could be the catalyst 
for the long overdue revolution. The people who hold 
power often forget that there is a limit to oppression 
people are willing to endure before breaking free. You 
see, the most fantastic aspect of our revolution was that 
everything we accomplished wasn’t accomplished by a 
global war or morally corrupted global leaders dicks 
competition. It was the truth that got us where we are 
now.  
 
 

2 
 
Q: Do you know anything about Anna’s past or childhood 
that created in her this strong desire to change the 
World? 
 
A: Ever since Anna was a small kid she developed a keen 
interest in knowing how things worked. That thirst for 
knowledge was her driving force as well as her escape 
from the reality of her daily life. 
Anna’s top priority, from the moment she could formulate 
her own opinions, was to be independent and out of her 
mother’s abusive house as fast as she possibly could. 
You probably wonder why a young child would want to be 
out of her family home so badly. A child’s instinct is to 
be with her parents, be loved and adored. However, Anna 
never felt loved by her mom, who sadly never connected to 
her. There were no kisses, no hugs, no physical display 
of the love a small child needs on a daily basis to 
sustain their emotional needs. Instead, there was a lot 
of domestic and sexual abuse, which Anna endured 
throughout her childhood from the hands of her mother’s 
second husband. For Anna the abuse her stepfather served 
her with for years wasn’t as disturbing and painful as 
the fact that her mother wasn’t willing or capable of 
protecting her child from the vengeance of a perfidious 
paedophile. Her mother knew about the abuse all along and 
did nothing only kept quiet for fear of her beloved 
husband leaving her for someone else if she decided to 
protect her child. Anna never forgave her for that. 
 
Anna’s childhood was dark and full of monsters. Like most 
kids in her situation, Anna gave up trying to find help 
from the adults, who never believed her stories anyway. 
Her stepfather was a good Christian and generous 
supporter of the Catholic school Anna attended.  
Pretty soon it became clear to Anna that adults only 
wanted to believe in their truths. Anything that was 



outside of their bubble of acceptance was a lie, 
especially if came from a child.  
Instead of trying to find help Anna kept on taking the 
abuse while focusing on gaining knowledge and using her 
intelligence to her advantage. From an early age, she 
decided to use her energy to the right and focused way to 
break free finally.  
She was a lonely child and often kept her distance from 
other kids. Luckily she wasn’t bullied since she was a 
very skilled video gamer. Boys admired her and girls 
wanted to be like her to have all the boys’ attention she 
had, for which, she didn’t care. Of course, Anna was not 
an angel, and when the right time came, she got her 
perfect revenge on anyone who made her childhood 
unbearable.  
 
At University Anna was the crème de la crème amongst the 
IT students, started three years earlier than everyone 
else. Around that time she made a promise to herself to 
only use her skills for the greater good of society. Anna 
never cared for money and status much; personal gain was 
never her objective.  
It wasn’t a surprise when at the age of 19, European 
Union Cyber Security approached her with a job offer she 
just couldn’t refuse. 
 
During the many years she worked in Brussels she observed 
how deals were made without considering the good or will 
of the people, nature or animals. Don’t be mistaken by 
thinking it was only the EU making unethical deals. As 
long as they could get away with it, every single country 
was making, proposing and pushing through immoral 
policies. The multi-national corporate conglomerates were 
what most local and international politicians were 
accountable to. No amount of explaining, fact-checking 
and protesting was good enough for the hardcore corrupted 
members of the political establishment. Just let me make 
it clear here; Anna felt she was a European citizen 
willing and ready to fight for a united Europe to the 
very end, unlike many other individuals eagerly awaiting 
and cheering for the collapse of the block.  However, 
that didn’t stop her from seeing corruption where it 
should not be. 
As a child, Anna was voiceless and had no choice but to 
take the abuse. As a grown woman she was not willing to 
take any abuse directed towards her or anyone else for 
that matter. Unethical governance representing the 
interests of a small group of people was not something 
Anna was ready to stand for.  
She set up the Secret, by authorities sometimes called 
illegal, Organization in protest to the political and 
economic powers that were unfairly exercised over 
millions of human lives in a corrupted manner by the very 



politicians the everyday people chose to represent them. 
Fighting fire with fire was the only way Anna felt she 
could succeed in the long run. 
When Anna started her small revolt, she couldn’t have 
possibly imagined that it was just the beginning of the 
great awakening that got us to where we are now. 
 
 

3 
 
Q: Can you tell us what sort of information Anna had 
access to and was able to leak? 
 
A: One of Anna’s first leaks documented the real deals 
the multi-national food corporations were forced into 
place by either bribery or threats within the European 
Union countries. She didn’t shy away from giving the real 
names of the real people behind those dangerous and life-
threatening deals. Thanks to that particular leak Anna 
took down quite a toxic number of individuals who ended 
up locked away for years. However, for Anna, the 
punishment was never severe enough.  
For a long time, she published classified information as 
the only way to expose the lies and the real connections 
between lobbies representing corporations and governments 
passing favourable corporate laws.  
Over the years her leaks had severe consequences to a lot 
of the journalists she worked with who started getting 
arrested and harassed for publishing the truth, which 
back then was considered a security threat. 
The security of the Western Nations was nothing more than 
a slogan used to make sure that the fear of the unknown 
was always present amongst the ordinary folk. When it 
comes to gaining control over people, there is no better 
weapon than fear. If you live in fear every single day, 
you can’t do anything constructive, anything positive; 
you can’t possibly inspire or bring change;  fear won’t 
allow you to have enough brain space for other thoughts 
but fear. Fear is a perfect tool when used with great 
precision by many governments and corporate powers alike.  
Under her Super Hero armour, Anna was still a human and 
one day she just couldn’t endanger others she considered 
friends anymore. She made up her mind to disappear for 
good to continue her work in hiding without getting 
people she cared for in trouble.  
The decision to fake her death coincided with a huge 
scandal Anna was about to unleash, involving several top 
political figures from European and Asian countries who 
allowed one global corporation to dispose of chemical 
toxins in the lakes and rivers that in turn directly 
affected the daily lives of millions of unsuspecting 
Europeans. 



 
 
Q: What did the beginnings of the Organization look like? 
 
A: The initial members of the Organization were scattered 
on three different continents, working 24/7 and living in 
improbable places, devoting their lives to raising 
awareness in the hope that one-day humanity would wake up 
from their deep slumber.  
Change needed to happen in the world in the most 
unassuming and organic way. Forced change/revolution 
usually brings too much collateral damage. 
Under Anna’s guidance, the Organization’s primary 
objective became. The longer the Organization operated, 
the better reputation it gained in the anti-establishment 
underground world, which in turn helped Anna recruit more 
members and reach more social outlets with her 
revelations.  
Sometimes the Organization worked with someone once. 
Anna’s decision was never personal; it was merely the way 
she protected people who worked with her. She also wanted 
to keep the Organization small, no records, no meetings, 
no familiar places, and no real names, which turned out 
to be the strength of the Organization in the long run. 
  
Anna strongly believed in shock therapy and was hoping 
against hope that the people reading or watching her 
terrifying revelations would somehow gain enough 
awareness to demand change. Sometimes her methods worked; 
other times it didn’t pick up the speed Anna hoped for.  
 
That very same small, unassuming Organization Anna set up 
helped us create the New World, a much better world that 
I have been building for the past 50 years.  
I firmly believe we are just starting to spread our wings. 
I won’t be around to live to see what you, the young 
generation is going to accomplish but people like you are 
our hope that one day Earth will be united once again. 
 
 
Q: Was Sonia one of the funders of the Organization? 
 
A: When Anna still worked for the EU her girlfriend Sonia 
worked for the Syndicate, that a few years later got Anna 
killed. 
Sonia’s objective from the very start of their 
relationship was to keep an eye on Anna. Yes, the 
Syndicate knew what Anna was up to almost from the very 
beginning.  
No one knows how the love affair began, but Sonia fell 
madly, if not obsessively, in love with Anna.   



Before Sonia helped Anna fake her death her orders were 
to dispose of Anna. Sonia skillfully covered all tracks 
leading back to Anna.  
Deep down in her heart, Sonia hoped, against her better 
judgment that Anna was going to go into hiding and stay 
put. But Anna had other plans and in her plans hiding 
away was not an alternative.  
Anna was Sonia’s everything. Sonia was Anna’s escape. In 
normal circumstances that relationship would have never 
worked but for a short while they were both very happy 
together.  
 
 
Q: Is there anything else you would like to add before we 
end our interview? 
 
A: Anna gave up her own life so we could live in the 
world where truth prevails over power and money.  
Don’t be scared, come and join us as long as you don’t 
bring your old baggage with you. 
 
 
Q: Thank you. 
 
A: Thank you, my dear. 
 
 
THE END 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
4. Katie’s Story 

 
 
My name is Katie Gerland, and I’m one of the early co-
creators of the New World. Thank you for stopping by with 
an open mind and open heart to hear my story. Hopefully, 
it will help you understand our peaceful existence. 
 
The primary objective of the New World is to value people 
equally. Everyone is vital in our eco-system.  
Every single member of our society contributes to our co-
creation daily. Money, power and consumerism don’t 
represent our values and don’t define our everyday 
existence.  
I know that the fake Gods, led by greed and selfishness 
are still strongly present in the Old World, which 
unfortunately keeps following the path of self-
destruction detesting everything that is different and 
innovative. In desperate attempt to cling to their 
diminishing power The Old World’s authority, willingly 
and willfully, are destroying every single progressive 
thought that would allow change.  
 
Every time I jump over the wall, it saddens me to see all 
those people who decided to stay having to fight for 
survival on a daily basis. I wonder when people from the 
Old World will finally know that life can be excellent 
and exciting without fear, obsession with money and 
hunger for not only food but also the spiritual 
leadership and guidance. The mental confusion, so many 
millions experience daily, is what the Old World’s 
establishment exploits by feeding people with daily doses 
of fear. Fear makes people incapable; fear is consuming 
skilfully cutting out connections between family members, 
friends and communities.  
It always makes me happy to know that over the years 
thousands of people from the other side of the wall have 
become our citizens. In our New World, we welcome 
everyone who is ready to come and join us in the co-
creation of new living standards and global awareness. 
Please do remember that it took a lot of people and many 
personal sacrifices to build what we have now.  
Our society can only get better as long as we work 
together, listen to one another, respect our differences 
and renounce personal greed for social equality and 
justice.  
 
The political upheavals of 2016 helped us create our 
world. Those of you, who still remember that year, know 
how important that time of awakening was for Anna and the 
Organization Anna started. That very year Anna cracked 



the sex trafficking mafia operating across Europe, giving 
the Organization a much-needed push to position itself as 
an opposition to the neo-Nazi and far right-wing rhetoric 
that were attracting people who were tired of the neo-
liberal politics.  
In real life, people are hardly ever prepared for 
unexpected and unpredictable change. The Organization was 
no different and within a short period needed to take on 
much more than Anna ever predicted or was ready for. 
Right away the Organization began to influence 
progressive social movements to re-shape the future for 
the many, not just a few. 
Progress was our only future, a future without far-right 
philosophies and unequal blood sucking capitalism. 
I don’t think that changing the political order was what 
Anna had in mind when she set up the Organization. She 
aimed to bring greater awareness to every single person 
on Earth, which in itself was an impossible task.  
I know that some people are not ready to wake up from the 
reality of fear and anger and our New World respects that, 
we don’t force our beliefs on others. Awakening is a 
process, which can only begin from within when the person 
or a group of people are genuinely ready to change. 
I have always considered myself the lucky one. Since I 
was a small kid, I had the financial support to focus on 
my inner growth. I was brought up in a very privileged 
home; mostly unaware of what the world outside of my 
bubble looked like.  
I attended various boarding schools, which robbed me of 
an emotional connection to my family. However, deep in my 
soul I desperately craved for connection and closeness. I 
figured having children would give me just that. 
I got pregnant while at University studying economics and 
my graduation; I was a single mom with two kids living 
off my parents’ generosity.  
Soon enough I realised that being a stay at home mum 
wasn’t for me and I decided that my place was in the 
frontline of the global social change. 
I started my social journey by extensively researching 
philosophy, politics and anthropology.  
 
I wanted to know if it was possible to change capitalism 
into another political system that could benefit everyone 
by allowing people to thrive, not merely survive from 
paycheck to paycheck. I was eager to learn and willing to 
do whatever it took to fight for my beliefs. Of course, I 
wasn’t going to change the course of the world single-
handedly, but luckily there were others just like me. I 
knew that if we were able to join forces, we could build 
something long-lasting. 
Slowly an idea grew in me, and a belief that life is and 
could be much more than it is for the majority. 



That idea evolved over many sleepless nights allowing me 
to formulate my thoughts and deepest desires for the New 
World.  
My academic research followed the physical training, 
which gave me the confidence in combat and my physical 
abilities. 
On my journey, I was lucky enough to meet numerous 
underground artists of different crimes. A few of those 
people saved my ass on many occasions.  
Apart from sharing a similar vision of the New World,  we 
were all willing to sacrifice a lot to get what we wanted 
for humanity. 
Through my new underground friends, I found out about 
Anna and her bold actions exposing corruption like no one 
else has done it before. In no time at all, I became 
obsessed with her and her activism.  
However, it took me quite some time to track her down she 
had moved a lot to stay off the radar. 
Our first and only meeting was perfectly timed. We were 
both ready and strong enough to welcome the new 
challenges life was just about to throw at us.  
Just before we got together, Anna leaked a very well 
documented case against a human trafficking ring 
operating across Europe, which exposed the Syndicate, a 
secret umbrella organisation, run by the mafia, 
corporations and corrupted politicians. 
Anna’s revelations should have been an eye opener for 
anyone with the slightest sliver of intelligence, but it 
wasn’t. Once again, it was treated by the mainstream 
media as yet another horrible thing that is ‘happening to 
someone else but has nothing to do with our way of 
living’. Back then the established media were in 24/7 
competition with the new media that sprung on the 
Internet and were fuelled by the Internet publishing the 
news regardless whether it was true or not. The serious 
journalism together with the extended work of 
investigative journalism was lost and forgotten in 
exchange for quick unimportant gossips and misleading 
fear-driven headlines. Unfortunately, Anna’s trafficking 
case left the media stream sooner than it entered the 
stage. 
This case was Anna’s last. But for us, it was our first 
step towards building the foundations for the New World. 
 
Soon after our initial meeting Anna was captured and 
tortured. When I finally managed to find her, she was 
rotting away, drugged in a mental institution in London.  
As the leader of a small anti-establishment movement, I 
wasn’t afraid of using any available means to get what we 
wanted as long as no one got hurt. I got Anna out using 
an old-fashion way of getting things done that is still 
the most common practice in the Old World, bribery.  



Unfortunately, I got her out only to see her die in my 
arms. Though she could not speak, I knew exactly what she 
was thinking, feeling and wanted me to do. And I made my 
promise then and there. The promise that I was going to 
do whatever it took to make the New World a reality. 
 
By the time I got Anna out, Pawel (her close and last 
accomplice who helped her crack the trafficking case) was 
already dead while Victoria (the girl Anna believed she 
was saving from the traffickers) was celebrating her 
victory over Anna and the Organization. Betraying Anna 
allowed Victoria to become a full member of the Syndicate. 
Yes, Victoria, the scared, innocent young girl was the 
fucking traitor who got Anna and Pawel killed.  
However what she didn’t take into account was that the 
Organization would not only bounce back but become 
stronger than ever before. You see, the Syndicate thought 
that Anna was the Organization, where in fact her ideas 
were what got people excited and worked together for one 
common goal, collective society, the society with no 
place for the Syndicate. 
Anna always worked with people who were safe, people who 
were either recommended to her or people she researched 
adequately enough. Ironically (if someone is into irony) 
Anna’s lack of judgment in Victoria’s case changed the 
course of this world.  
Victoria got what she deserved for her betrayal. I do 
hope she suffered more from Tatiana’s hands than she 
would if the Syndicate got her. Yes, I broke my rule of 
non-violence but a lot of people on the other side of the 
wall only respond to violence and Victoria was not any 
different. I do understand that she needed to survive but 
so did we.   
 
You probably wonder how we managed to create our society. 
Before Anna was captured, she sent a small package to me, 
which was only to be opened if something had happened to 
her. It took us quite a long time to figure out what the 
riddle meant, but once we did, we found a guide out of 
the darkness.  
I don’t think Anna herself wrote the book our society 
treasures beyond anything else. I’m more than confident 
that somehow “The Guide” came to her possession 
accidently. Knowing the value of “The Guide”, she kept it 
for better years to come and the better years did come. 
“The Guide” is what has been guiding our developing and 
always evolving world.  
 
The following year (2017) our Organization came afloat as 
the most significant opposing force to the rotten social, 
and political system that was turning all of us into one 
cancer sicken society either supporting neo-Nazis, ultra-



right populist policies or trapped in the corrupted 
corporate system because there was no other alternative.  
Once Anna was gone, I stepped up and became the face of 
the Organization, merging my small movement with the 
Organization. As it happens with forwarding thinkers, the 
establishment hated me for the ideas I represented 
including my determination to make lasting positive and 
progressive change.  
Together with some of the corrupted mainstream media, 
they tried their best to undermine me and discredit our 
Organization in every possible way. But somehow they 
couldn’t take us down. I think the general public was 
tired of games, manipulations and insecurities that the 
establishment was serving people with on a daily basis. 
People found strength in numbers and loudly started 
demanding change. Those countries that were not following 
change and progress suffered the ultimate defeat. They 
stayed on the other side of the wall, on the dark side of 
our most significant conscious evolution.  
 
We believe that people in the Old World live in the dark 
ages. As difficult as it is we do need to accept peoples 
choices, and we cannot force anyone to be part of our 
conscious, co-creative civilisation. Everyone is welcome 
on our side of the wall as long as they are willing to 
give up corruption, longing for power and accept respect 
and growth as the essential virtues of our progressive 
co-existence. 
Don’t get me wrong I’m far from perfect. I’m not proud of 
all the harsh decisions I made to protect our way of 
living. I undertook a huge task that came with an even 
more significant responsibility that this job required 
from me. I needed to be adaptable, forward thinking and 
creative in many ways even when I was scared shitless. 
Now my primary objective is to protect our way of living 
from the dark forces that tend to creep up when one is 
not paying attention.  
 
I know that the people on the other side of the wall are 
still trying hard to discredit our conscious society, 
claiming that our system is totalitarian and doesn’t 
allow much room for error. We have plenty of room for 
errors and improvements. The whole system has been built 
on errors, mistakes and failures. Look at the countries 
we left on the other side of the wall. It seems that 
their leaders make one mistake after another while trying 
to correct the previous errors without even admitting 
that they had made any. The Old World politicians usually 
blame the mistakes on someone (foreigners) or something 
(different religious beliefs) else but themselves. 
Unfortunately, the masses in the Old World still believe 
the same bullshit the establishment has been serving them 
for decades. 



 
In the New Word, we are not aiming at perfection. We are 
aiming at constant progress and evolution consciously. 
The human experience on the other side of the wall is 
based on consuming more, spending more and being part of 
the wealthiest 1% while trying to diminish the urgent 
problems and issues both our worlds are facing such as 
pollution that doesn’t recognise borders or diminishing 
natural recourses. 
We try to be conscious of our decisions and choices, 
unlike the Old World leaders.  
 
I still don’t believe that Anna was thinking about the 
social revolution when she started out. However, I was 
thinking of one when I took over the Organization.  
We gave every country, every government an opportunity to 
either join us or stay behind. Some joined us; some 
stayed behind. Those who stayed behind decided to build a 
wall to physically divide us to make their fear mongering 
campaign powerful enough. Unfortunately, the fear of the 
unknown made many millions of people stay behind the wall. 
Sometimes fear is stronger than the need to grow, change 
and evolve. 
 
Luckily, there are still some brave souls in the Old 
World willing to leap of faith to get to know our way of 
living. If they don’t like our ways they can go back to 
the Old World, there is no pressure, no punishment and no 
fear.  
We will never change our progressive ways to accommodate 
fear or terror. Immerse yourself in our conscious living 
and spread the joy that each day brings.  
Welcome to the New World of Ecotopia. 
 
THE END 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5. The Knitting Circle 
 
WGA West Registration Number: 1905199 
 
 
SCENE 1 
INT.ROOM.DAY. 
 
Close-up panning shot of female fast moving knitting 
hands. The camera stops and starts pulling back from the 
close up to reveal a group of women sitting in a circle, 
knitting different colourful scarves. One of the chairs 
in the circle is empty. Next, to that empty chair, a wool 
basket is placed with an unfinished scarf. No one speaks. 
 
The camera stops at MIA, in her 40’s, who glances at the 
wall clock, showing 10:15. 
 
Suddenly the front door flies open and breathless woman 
in her 40’s runs in. ADA and MIA lock eyes.  
 
 
SCENE 2 
INT.ROOM.DAY. 
 
ADA carefully and with great precision hangs her coat up. 
Her breath is quick and uneven.  All the other women 
around her are still knitting without taking much notice 
of her.  
 
 
SCENE 3 
INT.ROOM.DAY. 
 
ADA makes herself a cup of coffee while trying to steady 
her over-paced breathing. 
 
 
SCENE 4 
INT.ROOM.DAY. 
 
Finally, ADA makes her way to the empty chair, sits down, 
takes her knitting out and slowly starts knitting. (Her 
scarf is green, grey and yellow.) 
 
 
SCENE 5 
INT.ROOM.DAY. 
 
All the women are knitting together. No one speaks. The 
silence feels very dense. 
 



 
SCENE 6 
INT.ROOM.DAY. 
 
The front door is kicked open. ADA looks up and sees a 
police officer entering the room. She quickly looks away, 
towards the clock, which shows 10:20 
 
The police officer takes a slow look around the room. 
None of the women dares to look back at him.  
 
 
SCENE 7 
INT.ROOM.DAY. 
 
The police officer walks amongst the women, kicking each 
of the knitting baskets while visibly looking for 
something.  
 
He finally stops in front of ADA and looks at her for a 
long time. She doesn’t dare to look back; she is trying 
to keep the focus on her scarf.  
 
At last, he kicks her basket but once again finds nothing.  
 
He leaves the room at 10:28, slamming the door behind, 
which won’t close. 
 
ADA stops knitting to take a deep breath. She closes her 
eyes. Her heart is still racing. 
 
MIA walks over to the door and closes it properly. She 
rests her head on the door for a brief moment before 
making her way to the coffee table. 
 
 
SCENE 8 
INT.ROOM.DAY. 
 
Some of the women are standing by the coffee 
table/counter drinking tea/coffee and eating 
cakes/cookies.  
 
The clock shows 10.35. 
 

    ADA 
I’m so sorry I was so late.  
(Pause) 
I had to make a copy of a new 
pattern.  
 
 
    MIA 



(Stops) 
New pattern? 
 
    ADA 
It’s a big winter jumper 
pattern. 
 
    MIA 
(Looks around the room) 
Big… yeah. It’s getting cold 
(almost to herself). 
 
ADA stands up and walks over 
to her coat. She opens an 
inside pocket and takes out 
handwritten/drawn jumper 
pattern.  
 
She hands a copy to everyone. 
The prints are immediately put 
away into secret coats or 
jumper layers.  
 
    MIA 
(To ADA while everyone else is 
putting the pattern away.) 
How big is it? 
 
    ADA 
This is it. 
 
    MIA 
(Looks at ADA for a while) 
Oh, I see. 

 
 
SCENE 9 
INT.ROOM.DAY. 
 
All the women are back to knitting without taking their 
eyes of their knitting. 
MIA is a fast knitter and is finishing off ADA’S scarf 
who is helping someone else with hers. 
 
 
SCENE 10 
INT.ROOM.DAY. 
 
MIA and ADA are saying goodbye to all the other ladies. 
They kiss and hug without saying much to one another.  
 
They all leave one by one after carefully checking the 
streets in front of them. 



 
 
SCENE 11 
INT.ROOM.DAY. 
 
MIA and ADA are decoding the pattern that ADA brought.  
 
To help them with the task a piece of paper with knitting 
abbreviations are in front of them. 
 
MIA circles the abbreviations that come up on the pattern, 
which then she cross-references with the words in the 
secret book. 
 
BLACKOUT 
 
 
The pattern reads: “1.00PM, the central building. Lunch 
will be served for all.” 
 
MIA stands up and looks at ADA. 
 

    MIA 
Are you sure? 
 
    ADA 
Yes. 
 
    MIA 
(Kisses her on the cheek and 
puts the scarf around her 
neck.) 
(Pause) 
The scarf suits you. 
 

ADA smiles at MIA. 
 
    MIA 
Let’s go then. 

 
ADA follows MIA through the back door. 
 
 
THE END 
 
 
SCENE 12 
 
A headline from the newspaper that had been left at the 
door of the knitting circle room reads.  
 



“Female resistance group caused major devastation to the 
regime. A lot of important information regarding the 
members of the resistance has been lost.” 
 
(In a picture from the scene we see a knitted green, grey 
and yellow scarf.) 
 
ROLLING CREDITS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6. What If… 
 
 
 
WGAWest Registration Number: 1905876 
 
 
 
Somewhere in Scotland, 2035 
 
Opening credits: an animation of stick figure people 
working in a factory, assembling something while the 
drones observe them from above. (drones’ sound is pretty 
overwhelming).  
 
 
SCENE 1 
INT.ROOM.DAY/NIGHT (WE DON’T KNOW SINCE IT’S GRAY 
OUTSIDE) 
 
A woman and a man in their late 30’s are watering the 
plants that grow in their room. 
  
Once one row ends, the woman tries to stand up but 
struggles. A 10-year-old boy puts a small vegetable box 
on the ground and runs up to his mum, helping her stand 
up. Once upright we see that the mum is heavily pregnant.  
 
 
SCENE 2 
INT.ROOM.DAY/NIGHT 
 
A Small selection of fresh fruits and vegetables are 
randomly scattered on the table. 
 
The mum picks each item individually and wraps it up in a 
linen cloth with high precision.  
 
When she hears the drone’s sound growing she stops, 
instinctively putting her hand on her tummy as if she 
wanted to protect her unborn child. 
 
When the drone is gone, she goes back to carefully 
wrapping the food. 
 
 
SCENE 3 
INT.ROOM.DAY/NIGH 
 
The mum and her son are sitting at the table doing 
schoolwork when the dad enters the room.  
     



    DAD 
They have the inhalers we need 
for Johnny.  
 
    MOM 
Oh…I’ll go.  
 
    DAD 
You can’t. 
 
    JOHNNY 
I’ll go. 
 
    MOM 
No, absolutely not!!! 
You’ve never been outside. You 
don’t know what’s out there.  
 
    DAD 
(Pause, looking at his son) 
We will go together (Points to 
Johnny and himself). 
(Pause) 
This way we can bring more 
supplies to the hospital, 
saving us another trip. 
 
    MUM 
What if… 
 
    DAD 
(Interrupts her) 
We have to go. It’s our turn 
to bring the supplies.  
 
    MUM 
Johnny… 
 
    DAD 
… is ready.  
 
Mum looks at JOHNNY for a long 
time. 
 
    JOHNNY 
(Whispers) 
I can do it. 
(Pause) 
I know I can. 

 
Mum puts her hand over his hand. 
 
 



SCENE 4 
INT.ROOM.DAY/NIGHT 
 
The three of them are leaning over an old and much-used 
map with lots of scribbles around the edges. 
 
Mum points to a few places on the map. 

 
    MUM 
This is how our safe houses 
are marked. If you get 
separated from your dad, you 
go into one of those places. 
Someone there will be able to 
help you.  
 
    JOHNNY 
I know mum. 
 
    MUM 
Take detours if you need to. 
Most of the drones have been 
hacked and don’t recognise 
people anymore, but some still 
do. 
(Pause) 
Avoid them at all costs. 
 
    JOHNNY 
I will. 
 
    DAD 
We will stay with William for 
a day or two before making our 
way back. 
 
    MUM 
Good. Good idea.  
(Pause) 
Just in case they Are tracking 
you.  
 
    DAD 
(Puts his hand over hers) 
We’re going to be ok. 
 
    JOHNNY 
I’ll be the okay mum. 
 
    MUM 
(Cuddles him) 
I know. I know. 

 



 
SCENE 5 
INT.ROOM.DAY/NIGHT. 
 
Mum hides the food she wrapped before in the hidden 
compartments, and amongst the double layers of the two 
backpacks, she is preparing for the boys. 
On top of the food, she puts propaganda books, propaganda 
newspapers and anything to do with the Old World’s regime.  
 
 
SCENE 6 
INT.ROOM.DAY/NIGHT. 
 
Mum puts the knitted scarf around her husband and kisses 
him. He touches her tummy. She turns to Johnny and puts 
another knitted scarf around him. She kisses him while 
whispering in his ear. 
 

    MUM 
I love you like crazy. 
 
    JOHNNY 
I love you like crazy too mum.  

 
The boys put their backpacks on.  
They turn to the front door. Dad puts his hand on the 
doorknob and slowly starts opening the front door. 
 
BLACKOUT  
 
THE END 
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